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A7686  Quart  Same as S 5511  SEPULVEDA  
Correction Law
TITLE....Relates to providing records for protection and advocacy services in a timely manner
This bill is not active in the current session.
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06/17/19 delivered to senate
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                         VETO MESSAGE - No. 253 
  
TO THE ASSEMBLY: 
  
I am returning herewith, without my approval, the following bill: 
  
Assembly Bill Number 7686, entitled: 
  
    "AN  ACT  to  amend  the  correction  law,  in relation to providing 
      records for protection and advocacy services in a timely manner" 
  
    NOT APPROVED 
  
  This bill would require the Department of  Corrections  and  Community 
Supervision  (DOCCS)  to  provide  access  and  copies  of  records to a 
protection and advocacy group (P&A), Disability Rights New  York  (DRNY) 
within three days from the date of request, free of cost. 
  
  DRNY,  the independent agency designated pursuant to Executive Law, is 
entitled to physical access of records in accordance  with  federal  law 
and  regulations,  and  federal  law does not require copying of records 
within the timeframe specified on  this  bill.  This  legislation  would 
place  an  undue burden on DOCCS staff who would need to devote numerous 
hours to identifying and copying records for DRNY. The staff,  including 
Nurse  Administrators, nursing staff, and Inmate Record Coordinators and 
Counselors are the same staff responsible for  providing  medical  care, 
monitoring  inmate  movement in and out of the facility, performing case 
reviews, reviewing treatment plans, providing individual and group coun- 
seling, and drafting  evaluations.  Each  separate  DRNY  request  could 
expend  valuable  staff  hours, which would be time no longer devoted to 
their core job duties of assisting incarcerated individuals.  The  large 
number  of  DRNY  requests  currently  processed  under federal guidance 
noticeably slowed facility operations and negatively affected  incarcer- 
ated individuals by diverting valuable resources. 
  
  Despite  attempts  by  the Executive to reach a compromise which would 
have provided prompt access  to  the  records  sought  while  addressing 
administrative  concerns  raised by DOCCS, the Legislature was unwilling 
to agree to amendments to the bill. Accordingly,  I  am  constrained  to 
veto this bill. 
  
  The bill is disapproved.                    (signed) ANDREW M. CUOMO 
  
                               __________ 


